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f. greenhouse. 0
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BUILDER: _..c...:- ------:-----,--

HiSTORICAL AND ARCHITECTURAL IMPORTANCE: '

ARCHITECT: '---__.,..- , ~----

This'Atts &Crafts style house is ,one of five similiar examples on the
east side of Saxon Avenue that apparently were ,built by William"H:. Moffitt,
perhaps for s'lUIlIIler rentals. Bay Shore was a popular summer resort; in the
early years of the 20th century.-This small areR :was called OlYmPic Park
in '191-5., ' ,- < ;;~

21. SOURCES::
E. Belche'r Hyde. Atlas of the OCE;!Fln Shore o'f SUffolk County, L~I.. ,
erly section), 1915.

22. THOlE:.
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a. none known··Ej .... ; O.~oIlin~~,U
.d.devdop~rsd

, " f. other: __.,..-_.,..- ---,-_ , -.,- _

15. RELATEDOUTBUILDINGS AND PROPERTY: .
a. barnO b. ca

',d. priVy 0 c.sh
g.shop Oh.g
i. landsc~pe features: _.~_..:..- , ---;
j. other :._--.,....-:..._.,..- -~'--- .~__---:. _

SURROUNDINGS OF THE BUt INC '(che
, , a. 0 n landKJ 0

,c ..sc ' d buildings D ,
d. dens~ly built-up 0 . e. commercial 0
L industtial 0; g. residential []I
h. other:_'-.,;- -'------- . -'-----'

, ":"-,',.''':.. -,.-:'''.--,-, -' ,'. - ," :,,-.:>.',. :-"":':. - ','
17. 'INTERRELATIONSl;:lIPOF BUILDING AND SURROUNDINGS: In AW1'xa

(Indicate if building or structure is in an historic district)

33 Saxon Avenue is located on east side of the road with four similiar
houses that standnQrthward ont side of Saxon Avenue. The small cot:"
'ner lot contains four'" ge tr lly spaced at the 'property line. A _
large, modern instit' . build a large' open lot stands directly west..

18. OTHER NOTABLE FEAT' . F BUILDI G AND SITE (including interior features if knoWn): '.'".

33 Saxon Avenue is a 2 story,' t,.u·.L:t:t: .

triangle dormer' at the center of. he principle facade
porch fills the middle section of the main facade and
fills the ground story of the narrow south facade.

SIGNIFICANCE' .' . .
19. DATE OF INITIALCONSTRUCTION:_'_---'-----'------:.:.:..:..-~ .--.:...~------


